1. If it is true that a language becomes more irregular as it nears extinction, then the various pluralization processes which occur in Upper Chehalis¹ are a case in point. Plural formation, morpheme selection, and morpheme variant selection are extremely irregular, although some of that irregularity seems to have developed since Boas collected data on the language in the 1920's and 1930's. But by accepting one contrast that Boas observed (which
I was unable to contrast, and by recognizing underlying root and stem forms and applying a few simple and regular rules, I can account for most of the plural formations that both Boas and I recorded, and determine the general outlines of Ch plural formation. Certain choices (between the infix and suffixes, in particular) remain problematic; none of the existing data indicate under what circumstances the infix was selected, rather than one of the suffixes. Dialect and individual usage may also account for some of the irregularity. Boas says, "Plural formations are varied and speakers differ in their usage." My main informant, Silas Heck, himself sometimes gave alternative forms.

It should be noted at the outset that Ch never uses the usual Salishan pluralizing device of reduplication for this purpose, with one exception: sqītači 'day' becomes ʔéʔqītači (with irregular vowel lengthening). The usual function of CVC-reduplication in Ch is to indicate repeated action.

There are at least half a dozen morphemes in Ch which indicate plurality, in addition to unmarked and irregular forms. Most of these, however, turn out to be in complementary distribution. Two basic syntactic dichotomies must be noted: predicate vs. complement, and continuative vs. completive aspect within the predicate. The suffix -iit occurs only on continuative predicates, the suffix -ti occurs only with one subclass of completive predicates (often complementized), and the affixes -q̓iš and nš-X-tn (where X is the stem) occur only on complements. The infix -aʔ- occurs
with both types of predicates and with complements. The remaining suffix could be treated as two suffixes, but their obvious similarity suggests combining them: -yamš is a completive predicate subject, and -awmš occurs only with complements. This last suffix is clearly derived from the widespread Salishan lexical suffix meaning roughly 'people', in which function and meaning it can also occur in Ch (as -ámš, -amš, or -mš); its extension to a general indicator of plurality seems a simple step. Apparently suppletive forms occur in both predicates and complements, but their reality in predicates will be questioned below (section 6).

Because the infix -a?- is both the most complicated and the most interesting, I will take it up after disposing of the somewhat simpler forms first. I will begin with complement plurals, and will treat -awmš among them.

2. I was never able to elicit a semantic difference between the two commonest complement plural types, -qWš and -awmš. But Boas did, and I accept his contrast; it seems reasonable, and does explain why both forms exist. He says that -qWš forms collectives, and -awmš forms partitives. For the most part I have these two suffixes in complementary distribution, but a few forms were given with either of the two. Earlier I indicated that each of these morphemes was quite irregular, and occurred in a large number of variants. I now see ways of simplifying this irregularity, although I cannot eliminate it entirely.

2.1. The collective plural is the more regular. The suffix
itself is invariable (except that it appears as -q\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s when followed by -s 'third possessive'):

(1) cičs - cičsq\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s 'bee'
(2) k\\textsuperscript{w}upa - k\\textsuperscript{w}upaq\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s 'eel'
(3) saalāš - saalāsq\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s 'deer'
(4) q\\textsuperscript{w}asūq\\textsuperscript{w}a? - q\\textsuperscript{w}asūq\\textsuperscript{w}a?q\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s 'cedar basket'

But the occurrence of -q\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s is often accompanied by a stem change from the singular form, and these variations do not seem to be predictable. Most frequently they involve glottalization, either the addition of ? after a final vowel, or the glottalization of a final resonant (usually n, sometimes m, and once w); in four instances final glottal stop or final resonant glottalization is lost in the plural. Some of these glottal variants may be due to faulty hearing, but the fact that singular-plural pairs occur both with or without final glottal stop (cf. items 2 and 4), or with or without final glottalized resonants suggests that my hearing is not necessarily the source of these irregularities. I have recorded 13 instances of added ?, 5 of resonant glottalization (alone; see below for its occurrence with an extra vowel), and two instances of deleted ?, e.g.:

(5) ?ana?ana - ?ana?ana?q\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s 'magpie'
(6) lamutú - lamutú?q\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s 'sheep'
(7) máči - máči?q\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s 'spear pole'
(8) ḡalēw\textsuperscript{x}alu - ḡalēw\textsuperscript{x}alu?q\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s 'butterfly'
(9) latām - latāmq\\textsuperscript{w}l\\textsuperscript{i}s 'table'
(10) qaqáyaxn - qaqáyaxŋʷᵣᵯ `shadow'
(11) čatísəʔ - čatísaxʷᵣᵯ `strawberry'
(12) péΧsaʔ - péΧsaqʷᵣᵯ `bug'

The other common variation that occurs before -qʷᵣᵯ is that the plural stem has a vowel that does not appear in the singular form, usually occurring before the last consonant of the stem. The vowel may be either a or i. If this vowel is a, and sometimes if it is i, it is merely the vowel that regularly occurs in the full form of the stem; the irregularity here is that -qʷᵣᵯ does not seem to call for the full form of the stem. But most of the i-vowels are not the correct vowels for the stems in which they occur in these plurals. This is then probably another plural infix. Glottalization of a resonant following the -a- or -i- may also occur, as above, and two instances of its loss occur.

(13) qahayí - qahayaxŋʷlaís `girl, daughter - his daughters'
(14) χéílp - χéílapqʷᵣᵯ `open-weave basket'
(15) cōpṯqʷiyim - cōpṯqʷiyamqʷᵣᵯ `nest'
(16) skʷinm - skʷinamqʷᵣᵯ `pheasant, chicken'
(17) cáʔšn - cáʔšinhʷᵣᵯ `shoe'
(18) sqʷstwih - sqʷstwinqʷᵣᵯ `fire'
(19) paqáln - paqálnqʷᵣᵯ `eagle'
(20) sáʔlin - sáʔlihŋʷᵣᵯ `friend, assistant, helper'
(21) tátuyh - tátuyinqʷᵣᵯ `echo'
(22) χéplhm - χéplimqʷᵣᵯ `screech-owl'

In three instances, this i-vowel occurs earlier in the form, twice
before the morpheme for 'plant'; I consider these forms irregular:

(23) čeqinᵢ - čeqiiₜʰʷʰᵢˢ 'red-horse (fish)'

(24) sqʷʰᵢᵢₜʰʷʰᵢⁿ Helvetica 'buckbrush, snowberry'

(25) susčpiₜʰʷʰᵢⁿ Helvetica 'hemlock'

Stem increments consisting of ḥ, ḫ, or i also occur, and since I cannot explain them, I must consider them irregular, along with 3 other forms:

(26) t̓eqixʷ - t̓eqixʰʷʰᵢˢ Helvetica 'belt'

(27) y ál₁p - y ál₁pʰʷʰᵢˢ Helvetica 'plant sp.'

(28) snúwq Helvetica - snúwqʰʷʰᵢⁿ Helvetica 'point of land'

(29) sxʷ'linh Helvetica - m'ánchiₜʰʷʰᵢⁿ Helvetica 'young salmon'

(30) s'huiₜʰʷʰ Helvetica - s'huiₜʰʷʰᵢⁿ Helvetica 'roof'

(31) pítkʰʷ - pítkʰʷʰᵢⁿ Helvetica 'sea-otter'

(32) xántm Helvetica - xántmʰᵢⁿ Helvetica 'cranberry'

(33) k'wúts, sk'wútn - k'wútnʰᵢⁿ Helvetica 'dress'

(34) qʷal̓ Helvetica - qʷal̓ʰᵢⁿ Helvetica 'muskrat'

(35) t̓aw̓as Helvetica - t̓aw̓asniw Helvetica 'ash (tree)'

Again, 'collective' -qʰᵢⁿ Helvetica is not itself irregular, but it does often seem to require an irregular form of the stem. Even these stem irregularities can be reduced to two general types, final glottalization change and infixation of plural -i-, accounting for 46 of the 63 irregular stems in the corpus. This -i- does not seem to occur elsewhere in Ch (at least not obviously so), but it may well be old, given its frequent occurrence in Cz with -umx.

2.2. With 'distributive' -aw̓m Helvetica, both suffix and stem variants
occur. Most of the stem variants result from the presence (retention) of the vowel before the last consonant of the stem which is usually deleted in singular forms; 33 forms have a, 38 have i (some of which are the improper stem-vowel, and probably again represent plural -i-), and one has u. 19 stems have no full-stem vowel where I would expect it, and 50 other stems are unchanged from singular to plural. Examples of these stem variants will occur below with the discussion of the suffix variants. There are, however, another 19 stems which show additional irregularities:

(36) cō'q'a - cō'q'awamš 'tear'
(37) cāy'cayalaq'amš - cāy'cayalaq'amš 'Indian paint brush'
(38) sčątqčamš - sčątqčinamš 'grizzly bear'
(39) čálš - čalašamš 'branch, limb'
(40) čiyúx'is - čiyúx'nisamš 'Oregon grape'
(41) lamái - lamalawmš 'alder'
(42) slaqušut - slaqušawmš 'door'
(43) mač'thš - mač'tinamš 'grave; nightshade'
(44) náwči - náwčinamš 'body'
(45) pé'psayu? - pé'psuyamš 'bird, animal'
(46) pānni - pānńtümš 'vine maple'
(47) qáxa? - qaławmš 'dog'
(48) qąpni - qąpńiq'amš 'blueberry bush'
(49) sapti'sinawmš - sapti'sinawmš 'club'
(50) súpsnč - súpsinamš 'tail'
(51) šapáy - šapáyawmš 'comb'
The -awmš suffix itself occurs in ten variants, with a small amount of predictability among them: -awmš, -yawmš, -áwmš, -umš, -úmš, -amš, -yamš, -mš, -itamš, -inamš. The last two are clearly odd, but one is a loan-word:

(55) ká·s - ká·sišamš 'train'

(56) q'ánx - q'ánxinamš 'drying rack (for skins)'

The -mš variant is completely predictable, occurring only after a final a:

(57) sľašáyača - sľašáyacamš 'finger, claw'

(58) sľa·x'ltamuliča - sľa·x'ltamulícamš 'sheep'

(59) šičtúwayaca - šičtúwayacamš 'thumb'

Whether it is the vowel of the suffix or the vowel of the stem that is lost is moot.

The 11 variants with initial y are largely predictable; the y is usually transitional between a stem-final vowel and a suffix-initial vowel, usually \( i \) and \( a \), respectively:

(60) catá·wi - catá·wišamš 'cedar'

(61) smániči - smáničiyamš 'mountain'

(62) masíči - masíčiyamš 'tiger-lily'

(63) músmuski - músmuskiyamš 'cow'

(64) q'ux'íči - q'ux'íčiyamš 'swan'

(65) witči - witčiyamš 'waist'
But the y in other forms is unexplained:

(66) čičwalm - čičwálmyamš 'widower'
(67) k'ik'iwla? - k'ik'iwla?amš 'war-drum'
(68) k'uíwi? - k'uíwi?amš 'maple'
(69) k'ó?iwí? - k'ó?iwí?amš 'small maple'
(70) táx'y - táx'cyamš 'chest, breast'

Note that y occurs only before -awmš (once) or -amš, never before -umš, and never before a stressed vowel.

Of 31 occurrences of -awmš, 14 are predictable. All CVC roots take this suffix (with two exceptions, ká's - ká'sišamš 'train', and mán - mañóamš 'child'):

(71) cúł - cúšawmš 'foot, lower leg'
(72) če·č - čičawmš 'widow'
(73) cmúš - cmusáwms 'face' (from múš 'eye')
(74) šáš - šawáwms 'bone'
(75) čaš - čašawmš 'house'

None of the other variants are predictable, as far as I can see. The -umš variants are least numerous; there are 9 examples of -umš, only 2 of -umš, 20 of -awmš, and another 17 of -awmš. By far the most common variant is -amš, with over 80 examples in the corpus; -amš is the only one of the three main variants that is never stressed. Examples of each of these variants follow.

(76) càni - càniawmš 'he'
(77) qáxa? - qxawms 'dog'
(78) q'áláñ - q'álanawmš 'ear'
(79) tix’cį - tix’cawmš 'tongue'
(80) cúsaq - cúsaqawmš 'nail'
(81) ɂskį - ɂskįašawmš 'tree, wood, stick'
(82) súlačlwltxʷ - súlačlwltx’awmš 'tipi'
(83) yúmnt - yúmintawmš 'fish-trap'
(84) čowį - čawńumš 'wife (sg.), women (pl.)'
(85) món - manó’mš 'child'
(86) ?als - ?alismš 'chief'
(87) pó’sq - pó’saquumš 'ball'
(88) ṭāmā - ṭāminumš 'vine maple'
(89) yámč - yámčumš 'Douglas fir'
(90) cáli - cáliamš 'lake'
(91) čínčik - čínčikamš 'wagon'
(92) čálščń - čálščinamš 'shirt'
(93) lǔwx - lǔwxamš 'hollow tree'
(94) łáxšń - łáxšinamš 'prairie'

2.3. Thirty forms take the discontinuous complement plural nš-X-tn. This is basically a kinship plural formation, although nine of the thirty forms are not specifically kin-terms ('chief' and the two variants for 'enemy' might be considered extensions of kin-terms, and 'doll' is derived from 'offspring'). Three forms are defective in not having the prefix portion of the affix. Four plurals are based on a stem with a final vowel that is deleted in the singular ('older brother', 'aunt', 'uncle', and 'older sister'). Otherwise various stem modifications occur in 'grandfather', 'aunt',
'offspring', 'in-law', 'toenail', 'younger sister', and 'enemy'.

The suffix portion of the affix is invariable (except in 'paddle, oar', where the t is lost), but the prefix portion has three variants; n- occurs before the absolutive s- prefix, ns- occurs before stems beginning with č, n, q, t (the general term for 'brother' appears irregular in this respect, but the s- in this form is likely the absolutive prefix again), otherwise nš-. The distribution of ns- seems rather unnatural, and there is only one instance each of stem-initial n and q; no explanation of this variant is attempted here. n- occurs in:

(95) sčáw - n-sčáw-tn 'sister-in-law'
(96) 'uqškuy - n-s'uqškuy-tn 'brother'
(97) sšón - n-sšón-tn 'husband'
(98) syścť - n-syścť-tn 'brother-in-law'

ns- occurs in:

(99) čáš - ns-čáš-tn 'hand, lower arm'
(100) čówl - ns-čówl-tn 'wife'
(101) čít - ns-čít-tn 'older brother'
(102) čú?pa? - ns-čú?pa-tn 'grandfather'
(103) ně?sci - ns-ně?sci-tn 'younger brother'
(104) qási? - ns-qási?-tn 'uncle'
(105) tóx's - ns-tóx's-tn 'enemy'
(106) tax'ásn - ns-tax'ásn-tn 'enemy'

nš- occurs otherwise:

(107) šals - nš-šals-tn 'chief'
The three defective forms are:

(122) má·?aŋ - má·?aŋ-tn 'doll'

(123) španāči - španāč-tn 'side'

(124) sšawāči - sšawāč-tn 'nephew'

Twelve additional kin-terms occur in the language, but no plural was obtained for nine of them (camē·ča, 'great-grandparent';

(s)xaw'mnut 'parent's sibling or sibling's child after the death of the linking relative', nkʷm̃a·m̃h 'half-sibling', snúkt 'nephew, niece', qʷíl̓x̣ 'son- or daughter-in-law's parent', sǎpən 'daughter-in-law', taxʷálx̣ 'cousin', swánači 'nephew (after sibling's death?)', xʷun 'niece'); xʷał 'older brother' is singular only (and cannot
occur with a third person possessor; čeč 'widow' and čičwalm 'widower' take -awmš plurals.

2.4. Only eleven complement plurals fall outside the patterns discussed above (or the -aʔ- infix yet to be considered):

(125) \(?itámn - ta?itámm 'clothing' 
(126) šíanay - čawaiumš 'woman' (cf. čawi, item 84) 
(127) manô?tmalača - nmanô?tmalača 'killer' 
(128) snaváys - snavýisasín 'treetop; end' 
(129) spáqh - spá?qh 'flower' 
(130) pêʔspš - pêʔsipš 'kitten' 
(131) sêtači - qėʔtitači 'day' 
(132) qʷʔayʔ - manô'mš 'child' (cf. mën, item 85) 
(133) tóx's - taxšasniwš 'enemy' 
(134) xʷaqu'iýph - xʷaqu'iypínaš 'scraper' 
(135) yóptn - tayóptn 'track, footprint'

A number of forms remain unchanged when used as plural complements. Most of these are mass or collective concepts. Examples are sʔipxʷayʔ 'secret', sk'olx or sk'áloš 'crack', t'ačis 'star', siičiyq 'wind', pōtqʷ 'night', pēʔtasti 'wheat', qēnš 'mouth', qʷálösti 'smelt', qʷiyōm 'moss', qʷaxʷ 'thimbleberry', sxʷačp 'firewood', (s)yalúc'n 'beach', yēns 'tooth'.

3. So far I have been discussing only complement plurals. Complements function in Ch as subjects and objects of predicates, but are all based on predicates themselves. A number of things suggest this, among them the related plurals in predicates and complements based on -mš, and the identical pluralization with infixed
Predicates may be either continuative or completive (aspect), but complements may only be completive, although completive complements may also be derived from continuative predicates. For example, "it burned" (completive predicate), and "it is burning" (continuative predicate); "the fire" is a complement based on the continuative predicate form. Thus the similarity between completive predicate plural -yamš and complement plural -awmš is reasonable (there is also a complement third plural possessive -yamš), and the non-occurrence of continuative predicate plural -iit on complements is explained. The infix -aʔ- is then the only plural morpheme which can occur with predicates of both aspects and with complements.

I am using predicate plural to refer to third person plural subject and object affixes. These represent a sort of pluralization of action, and this is not unlike the pluralization of, for example, a physical object, which in Ch is basically predicative. Pluralization in the language is optional throughout except to eliminate ambiguity, and many predicates (as well as complements) never occur pluralized (Boas, in a manuscript lexicon, labels many predicates as "s..pl.", meaning that they occur without overt plural markers, but in fact many of them do, even in this lexicon; thus it is not clear to what extent stems actually can occur without plural markers). The usual continuative aspect predicate with third plural subject is marked with -iit (Boas consistently gives -iiti), the usual com-
pletive counterpart is -yamš (Boas regularly gives either -yawmš or -awmš). Infixed -a?- may occur instead of either of these, and some predicates seem to occur either only with -a?- or with the suffixes -iit and -yamš. My informant rarely used the -a?- forms, but Boas records a large number of them. There is nothing, however, to indicate if the usage of the infix vs. the suffixes indicated something different syntactically or semantically, and it is now impossible (and would have been even when I worked with Mr. Heck fifteen years ago) to determine what the difference is. It seems to me that they must have been functionally different, but I can only limit myself to describing what does exist in the data.

Both the infix -a?- and the completive plural -yamš operate within a limited ergative system. Plural -a?- always, and plural -yamš optionally, refers to the subject of an intransitive predicate, but to the object of a transitive predicate. A plural subject of a transitive predicate can only be indicated by -iit or -yamš. Neither Boas nor I have forms in our data to indicate whether or not -iit functions in this same way. And we have no forms with both a third plural subject and a third plural object, and so I have no idea what happens when they co-occur. In fact, Mr. Heck usually substituted an independent pronoun (tit coniawmš) postposed after the predicate for any third plural object (using a singular suffix on the predicate). The use of singular and plural subjects and objects may be diagrammed for the two systems (infix and suffix) as follows:
### Suffixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffixes</th>
<th>Continuative</th>
<th>Completive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>obj.</td>
<td>subj.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg.</td>
<td>-t-</td>
<td>-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>-t-</td>
<td>-iit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Infixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infixes</th>
<th>obj.</th>
<th>subj.</th>
<th>obj.</th>
<th>subj.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg.</td>
<td>-t-</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>-aʔ-t-</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>-aʔ-n</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question marks in the two lower right hand boxes indicate the lack of data on plural subjects with plural objects. But in these two cases, a plural subject following a singular object will be identical to the upper pair of boxes for suffixed forms (i.e., -iit and -yamš). Intransitive paradigms are simpler, and have as plural subject either -aʔ- or the appropriate aspectual -iit or -yamš. Only one example of the two types co-occurring has been found, and that is in one form from Boas: ?aʔ?maʔiiti 'they waited'; unfortunately, this is intransitive (or appears to be), and sheds no light on the problem of co-occurrence of plural objects and subjects.

The suffixes -iit and -yamš seem to be quite regular, and one
example each of their use as intransitive subjects, transitive subjects, and -yamš as transitive object will suffice to show how they are used.

(136) sʔiʔiʔit 'they are eating'
(137) ?it ?iʔinyamš 'they ate'
(138) sʔayʔitit 'they are hooking it'
(139) ?it ?aʔonyamš 'they see him'
(140) ?aʔiʔiʔin ŋnyamš 'I know them'

The last example shows third person object -yamš in its usual position following the subject clitic, with the third person -n in its usual pre-subject position. The possessive third plural subject is also regularly -yamš, and follows immediately the singular -s of these forms:

(141) tit qʔaʔaʔamyamš 'their dogs'

4.1. Pluralization by infixation of -aʔ- is the most interesting of the various pluralization processes in Ch. But it is also the least productive in my own data. Of 219 examples of its use in predicate paradigms, only 13 occur in my data (12 of these are intransitive completive forms, the other is intransitive continuative); the rest are from Boas’ manuscripts. I did better with the complement plurals, where -aʔ- is not as common as other pluralization devices nor as common as with its use in predicates; of the 31 examples, 12 are in my data (including one which Boas also has). The -aʔ- plurals appear to be far more irregular than they actually are. A series of ordered rules will account for most -aʔ-
plural forms. There is in addition, however, a set of forms which are irregular as to stress placement, glottalization (or both), or lack of glottalization. After the discussion of these, I will discuss the remaining irregular forms, some of which suggest interesting developments from the original rules.

Each stem may occur in a paradigm of maximally four singular forms and four plural forms. Many paradigms are incomplete, some are attested by only one plural form, and some may be only transitive or only intransitive. Each paradigm will be given as follows:

( ) English gloss
sg. intr. compl. sg. intr. cont. sg. tr. compl. sg. tr. cont.
pl. intr. compl. pl. intr. cont. pl. tr. compl. pl. tr. cont.
Blanks in the paradigm indicate missing forms; dashes indicate that the stem does not occur transitorily or intransitively, as the case may be. Forms illustrating the point being made will be marked with a preceding †, although all the paradigm that I have will be given so that the reader will have ample examples to see how the rules work.

4.1.1. The first rule must specify where the infix is to go in the form. In fact, it is not always an infix, but may also be a suffix (as will be seen most clearly on certain complement plural forms; but in many other cases, it is merely the first of a series of suffixes). One rule will account for its location, whether as an infix or as a suffix: -a?- is inserted immediately following the second consonant of the root of the form to be pluralized.
Rule 1. plural → a? / +CVC_X]_root (where + is a morpheme boundary).

(142) 'paint the face'
caq'usm scaq'smitn caq'usn scaq'usitn
+ caq'a?usn + scaq'a?usitn

(143) 'sleep'
musm smusmitn musmix
+ musa?m

(144) 'speak (intr.), scold (tr.)'
taq'i staq'wn taq'in staq'itn
+ taq'a?in + staq'a?itn

(145) 'open'
wáq'il swaq'awn wáqn swáqatn
+ wáqa?n + swáqa?atn

The -m in (143) is an intransitive marker, and is syllabic (phonetically [--m]) finally after a consonant, as is the final -n of transitive forms (as in 145). In Ch, all resonants (m n l y w) are consonants, and may be syllabic or nonsyllabic. Syllabicity is predictable on the surface from the position of the resonant in a consonant cluster, but underlying syllabicity is apparently important in derivations (and historically). Stress is usually on the root, but need not be, and is generally stable within a paradigm.

4.1.2. Usually the glottal stop is not present, however. It is retained only in final position, before a vowel, or before a syllabic resonant. It is necessary to delete a glottal stop rather
than add one, because in Ch syllabic resonants become non-syllabic following a vowel, and a rule to add glottal stop would therefore have to be more complex than one to delete.

Rule 2. ? +CVCa[-syll]X\_root

\(\text{t\'aci\'c} \quad \text{sta\'cia\'n} \quad -- \quad --\)

\(+\text{t\'aca\'i\'c} \quad \text{+sta\'cia\'a}n \quad -- \quad --\)

4.1.3. If stressed vowel of the singular stem is \(\hat{\text{e}}\), it must change in the plural. Usually the change is to \(\hat{i}\); but if the root in which the (singular) \(\hat{e}\) occurs has three consonants, the second of which is a resonant, the plural vowel is \(\hat{a}\). I see no natural reason for this distinction, but it is regular (with a few interesting exceptions). Thus a rule is first needed to change \(\hat{e}\) to \(\hat{a}\) (since this is the limited environment).

Rule 3. \(\hat{e} +C[-\text{sylI}]\_aCX\_root\)

\(\text{k\'olx}^\hat{\text{i}} \quad \text{sk\'olx}^\hat{\text{w}}n \quad \text{k\'olx}^\hat{\text{w}}n \quad \text{sk\'olx}^\hat{\text{w}}tn\)

\(+\text{k\'alax}^\hat{\text{i}} \quad \text{+sk\'alax}^\hat{\text{w}}n \quad \text{+k\'alax}^\hat{\text{w}}n \quad \text{+sk\'alax}^\hat{\text{w}}tn\)

(149) 'turn over'

\(\text{p\'oli\'c} \quad \text{sp\'ol\'c}n \quad \text{sp\'ol\'c}n \quad \text{sp\'ol\'c}tn\)

\(+\text{p\'ala\'c}i\) \quad \text{+sp\'ala\'c}n \quad \text{+p\'ala\'c}n \quad \text{+sp\'ala\'c}tn\)

The resonant in these forms is usually \(\hat{\text{l}}\), but \(\hat{\text{y}}\) occurs a few times,
and the others less frequently. A sequence of /ay/ was often heard by both Boas and me as [i], but paradigms such as the following show that we both heard incorrectly; in this case, the alternative intransitive forms (from Boas, although such constructions are common) kʷaỵaxʷʼi and skʷaỵaxʷʼwn also reflect the underlying /ay/. (150) 'greasy, oily, get greasy, get oily'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kʷixʷʼi</th>
<th>skʷixʷʼwn</th>
<th>kʷixʷʼn</th>
<th>skʷixʷʼtn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

† kʷaỵaxʷʼi † skʷaỵaxʷʼwn † kʷaỵaxʷʼn † skʷaỵaxʷʼtn

A regular form containing m (in a defective paradigm) is the following:

(151) 'round, spherical'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>yómxʷʼi</th>
<th>—</th>
<th>—</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

† yámaxʷʼi

4.1.4. The next rule changes all other ō root vowels to ů.

Rule 4. ō → ů in the root

(152) 'break'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>čōiq̣i</th>
<th>sčōiq̣wn</th>
<th>čōiq̣n</th>
<th>sčōiq̣tn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

† čītaq̣i † sčītaq̣wn † čītaq̣n † sčītaq̣tn

(153) 'get stuck, get tight'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kʷokʷʼi</th>
<th>skʷokʷʼwn</th>
<th>kʷokʷʼn</th>
<th>skʷokʷʼtn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

† kʷikʷʼal † skʷikʷʼawn | kʷakʷʼon | skʷikʷʼatn |

The transitive completive forms of (153) are regular; all CāC- roots shift stress to the third person object suffix, and all cases of ō losing stress result in ō. Rules to account for these changes are not relevant here; the first pertains to the formation of singular
transitive forms, and the second is a general phonological rule of Ch. The plural transitive completive form is then regularly derived from the singular.

4.1.5. The next rule, resonant glottalization, applies to all roots except those described in Rule 3. But it neither applies to nor results from Rule 3, so it does not seem to matter where it is ordered in relation to Rule 3. It applies to any CVC- root in which the second consonant is a resonant, regardless of the vowel, or to any CVCV- root where the second consonant is a resonant and the first vowel is not a, and glottalizes that resonant.

Rule 5. $[-\text{syll}] +\text{sonor} \rightarrow [+\text{syll}] +\text{sonor} / +\text{CV}_X$ [root where Rule 3 has not applied].

(154) 'spill'

$k^\nu\ell_i \quad s^k^\nu\ell_\ell \ell \quad k^\nu\ell_\ell \quad s^k^\nu\ell_\ell \ell$

$+ k^\nu\ell_i \ell \quad + s^k^\nu\ell_\ell \ell \quad + k^\nu\ell_\ell \quad + s^k^\nu\ell_\ell \ell$

The plural transitive completive form in (154) is again regular, but needs additional rules to explain it (see Rule 6 below).

(155) 'wrinkle, shrink'

$i^\nu\ell_i \quad s^l^i^\nu\ell_m \quad i^\nu m \quad s^l^i^\nu m \ell$

$+ i^\nu\ell_i \ell \quad + s^l^i^\nu m \ell$

(156) 'stop'

$tx^\nu\ell_\ell \quad s^t x^\nu\ell_\ell \ell \quad t x^\nu\ell_\ell \ell \quad s t x^\nu\ell_\ell \ell$

$+ t x^\nu\ell_i \ell \quad + s^t x^\nu\ell_i \ell \ell \quad + t x^\nu\ell_i \ell \ell$
(157) 'enter, take in'
mayt smayawn mayxw smaytwn
+t mayat + smaya?awn

(158) 'ask, ask about'
sawlkn sawlik'nn sawlaxw sawlayn
+t sawalaxw + sawlayn

(159) 'get lost'
wanačt swanačawn -- --
+t waña?ačt + swaña?ačawn -- --

4.1.6. Most examples given so far have stress on the root. When stress occurs later in the form, certain reductions may occur. These can be accounted for in a two-part rule.

Rule 6a. a → ∅ / +CaC?V

Rule 6b. [-syl] [+sonor] → [-syl] [+sonor] if the sequence results from 6a.

[tglot] [+glot]

Thus the plural vowel may be deleted if stress follows it (6a), and a resulting cluster of resonant (plain or glottalized) plus glottal stop collapses into a glottalized resonant (6b). The rule is obligatory if the second consonant of the root is a resonant; otherwise it is optional. Rule 6 applies most commonly to transitive completive forms. In Boas' transcriptions of these forms, he frequently writes a mid central vowel for the expected low central vowel for either or both of the pre-tonic vowels of the CaCa?V sequence. I interpret these as optional low-level reductions of a to o or as misrecordings, and will cite examples from
Boas with whichever vowels he has written. Rule 6b accounts for the plural transitive completive form of example (154); additional examples with resonants as the second consonant of a root follow (160, 161), then instances of the apparently optional application of 6a (162, 163).

(160) 'camp'

\[ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{qalém} & \text{síqalmitn} \\
\text{+ qalém} & \text{síqilamitn}
\end{array} \]

(161) 'get hot, warm'

\[ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{xʷaláʔm} & \text{síxʷalámitn} \\
\text{+ xʷaláʔm} & \text{+ síxʷalámitn}
\end{array} \]

(162) 'take to, take along'

\[ \begin{array}{ll}
- & - \\
\text{+ ?asúxʷ} & \text{sí?asúln}
\end{array} \]

(163) 'wash, clean'

\[ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{c̱xʷi} & \text{c̱xʷén} \\
\text{c̱xʷat} & \text{+ c̱xʷén} \\
\text{+ c̱xʷatn}
\end{array} \]

The following illustrate the variation which may occur between á and ã, with or without the application of 6a.

(164) 'set, stand'

\[ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{ceqí} & \text{caqén} \\
\text{ceqī} & \text{+ ceqéʔén} \\
\text{+ ceqéʔtn}
\end{array} \]

(165) 'fill'

\[ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{lecc̱(i)} & \text{lác̱én} \\
\text{+ lecc̱eʔén} & \text{+ sílc̱atn}
\end{array} \]
(166) 'swallow'

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{maq}^\prime \text{om} & \text{smq}^\prime \text{umtn} & \text{maq}^\prime \text{en} & \text{smq}^\prime \text{tn} \\
\text{+ maq}^\prime \text{a}^\prime \text{en} & \text{smq}^\prime \text{tn} \\
\end{array}
\]

(167) 'pierce'

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{pa}^\prime \text{xt} & \text{sp}^\prime \text{xtwn} & \text{pa}^\prime \text{t} & \text{sp}^\prime \text{xtn} \\
\text{+ pa}^\prime \text{x}^\prime \text{t} & \text{sp}^\prime \text{xtn} \\
\end{array}
\]

(168) 'mark, write'

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{qa}^\prime \text{t} & \text{sq}^\prime \text{ttn} & \text{+ qa}^\prime \text{t} & \text{sq}^\prime \text{ttn} \\
\end{array}
\]

4.1.7. At this point it may be useful to show the step-by-step derivation of forms illustrating rules 4, 5, 6a, and 6b. One example with each of these as the final rule in the derivation will be given; examples are taken from the paradigms cited above.

(149) 'it is turning over'

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{spq}^\prime \text{c} & \text{Rule 1} \\
\text{spq}^\prime \text{a}^\prime \text{c} & \text{Rule 2} \\
\text{spq}^\prime \text{a} & \text{Rule 3} & \text{they are turning over}' \\
\end{array}
\]

(152) 'he is breaking it'

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{scj} & \text{Rule 1} \\
\text{scj} & \text{Rule 2} \\
\text{scj} & \text{Rule 4} & \text{he is breaking them}' \\
\end{array}
\]

(156) 'he stopped it' (by analogy; cf. footnote 9)

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{tx}^\prime \text{a} & \text{Rule 1} \\
\text{tx}^\prime \text{a} & \text{Rule 2} \\
\end{array}
\]
Rule 4

Rule 5 'he stopped them'

Rule 1

Rule 6a 'he washed them'

Rule 6b 'they got hot'

4.1.8. These six rules account for most of the plural forms recorded by Boas and me; they apply to plural formation only. Of 219 paradigms, many defective, 101 are completely regular. But these 219 paradigms actually represent 458 plural forms, and of these 219 (approximately two-thirds) are regular. This means that many of the forms within (partially) irregular paradigms are actually regular, reducing considerably the amount of apparent irregularity. Another 81 irregular forms are so only because of extra glottalization, missing glottalization, or unexpected stress placement. Others represent minor, perhaps trivial irregularities, a few seem to be irregular due to reanalyses, and some are based on possible but unattested singular forms. I consider only about 36 of the 458 plural forms as completely irregular.

Eleven paradigms are regular except for extra, unexplained glottalization, usually of a resonant in a suffix. Only one form
in each paradigm is irregular, and six of the eleven times it is the intransitive continuative form that is irregular (also note below that continuative forms show stress irregularities twice as often as completive forms). All eleven paradigms are given.

(169) 'diminish'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k'ayám</td>
<td>sk'ayámwn</td>
<td>k'ayám</td>
<td>sk'ayámtn</td>
<td>k'ayámí</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(170) 'full, get full'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l'ax'á</td>
<td>s' lax'awn</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>+ l'ax'a?á</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(171) 'buy'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l'sqám</td>
<td>s l'sqamín</td>
<td>1aqén</td>
<td>s l'aqtn</td>
<td>+ s l'sqamín</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(172) 'go out, take out'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k'qá</td>
<td>s k'qáwn</td>
<td>k'aqix</td>
<td>s k'aqistwn</td>
<td>k'qá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(173) 'swell up'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>púsá</td>
<td>púswn</td>
<td>pús</td>
<td>spús</td>
<td>+ púsá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(174) 'transform'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sítá</td>
<td>sítmalń</td>
<td>sítá</td>
<td>sítmalń</td>
<td>+ sítá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(175) 'blind'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t'áysxńá</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>+ t'áya?sxńá</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.9: Fifty forms in 39 paradigms show stress irregularities; 34 of these are continuative forms. I can detect no patterns or explanations for these irregularities. Stress is often on the infix itself in these forms.

(179) 'come, arrive, bring'

(180) 'take the place of, exchange places'

† ?ayá?apíwéstì 'they changed about, by turns'

(181) 'arrive'

(182) 'save, come to life'
(183) 'give away, potlatch'
-- -- k'gišn sk'gišitn
-- -- + k'głašén sk'głašitn

(184) 'give away'
-- -- k'gišmixw sk'gišmistwn
-- -- + k'głašmixw

(185) 'catch, capture'
-- -- k'ənáxʷ sk'ənayn
-- -- k'ənáxʷ + sk'ənáy

(186) 'hole, drill'
lópxʷ mé slópxʷ maln ɫópxʷ n slópxʷ ň
lípxʷ mé slípxʷ maln + lipáxʷ n + slípxʷ ň

(187) 'punch, hit in the face'
íaqʷús
+ íaqʷús ň síaqʷúsitn

(188) 'attack'
lóčtxʷ slióčtxʷ n lóčtxʷ n slióčtxʷ ňt
ličatxʷ + ličatxʷ n + sličatxʷ ňt

(189) 'tie'
íaqʷ mé
+ íaqʷ mé ň síaqʷ métn

(190) 'break in two, pull in two'
lóqʷ w n slóqʷ ňn slóqʷ ňn
+ lóqʷ w ňn + slóqʷ w ňn
(191) 'jump'
\[\text{iik}\text{q} \quad \text{stik}\text{aqn} \quad \text{iik}\text{qmn} \quad \text{stik}\text{qmisn} \quad \text{iik}\text{aqmn} \quad + \text{stik}\text{aqmisn}\]

(192) 'come off, take off'
\[\text{i}\text{iwi} \quad \text{st}\text{iwn} \quad \text{i}\text{iwx}\text{w} \quad \text{st}\text{iwstwn} \quad \text{i}\text{iwa}\text{i} \quad \text{si}\text{iwawn} \quad + \text{i}\text{iwa}\text{x}\text{w} \quad + \text{si}\text{iwastwn}\]

(193) 'stick together'
\[\text{ti}\text{qa}\text{i} \quad \text{st}\text{iqawwn} \quad \text{ti}\text{aqw}\text{en} \quad \text{si}\text{iqwtn} \quad \text{ti}\text{qa}\text{a}\text{i} \quad + \text{st}\text{iqawwn} \quad \text{ti}\text{aqw}\text{en} \quad + \text{si}\text{iqwtn}\]

(194) 'sting'
\[\text{la}\text{x}\text{w}\text{i} \quad \text{la}\text{ax}\text{w}\text{en} \quad \text{la}\text{ax}\text{w}\text{tn} \quad \text{la}\text{ax}\text{w}\text{en} \quad + \text{si}\text{ix}\text{w}\text{atn}\]

(195) 'saw, cut'
\[\text{--} \quad -- \quad \text{li}\text{icn} \quad \text{si}\text{icitn} \quad -- \quad -- \quad \text{li}\text{icn} \quad + \text{si}\text{icn}\text{itn}\]

(196) 'spill'
\[\text{po}\text{q}\text{w}\text{i} \quad \text{sp}\text{aqw}\text{wn} \quad \text{pa}\text{qw}\text{en} \quad \text{sp}\text{aqw}\text{tn} \quad \text{pa}\text{qw}\text{en} \quad + \text{si}\text{pq}\text{w}\text{atn}\]

(197) 'stick on'
\[\text{po}\text{t}\text{t} \quad \text{sp}\text{otwn} \quad \text{pat\text{en}} \quad \text{sp\text{etttn}} \quad \text{pi}\text{tal} \quad + \text{spit\text{awwn}} \quad \text{pata\text{en}} \quad \text{sp\text{itatn}}\]

(198) 'smoke, steam'
\[\text{pa}\text{x}\text{w}\text{en} \quad \text{sp}\text{oxw}^\text{mitn} \quad \text{pax}\text{w}\text{mix}\text{w} \quad \text{spaxw}\text{mostwn} \quad \text{pa}\text{x}\text{w}^\text{en} \quad + \text{spix}\text{w}\text{amitn}\]
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(199) 'know, learn'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>putn</th>
<th>spu'tn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>puta'n</td>
<td>+ sputa'itn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(200) 'spray, squirt'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>spicwn</th>
<th>pícwn</th>
<th>spictn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>píč</td>
<td></td>
<td>spicwtn</td>
<td>+ spicá?itn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(201) 'lighten'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>sqálxwn</th>
<th>sqálxwn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qálx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sqálxwn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(202) 'bend, fold'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>sqamákwtn</th>
<th>qamákwtn</th>
<th>sqamákwtn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qamák</td>
<td></td>
<td>spqamák'</td>
<td>qbqamák'</td>
<td>+ sqamákwtn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(203) 'swim'

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sacé</td>
<td></td>
<td>sečmitn</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(204) 'replace'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>sxytux't</th>
<th>sxytux't</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ sxytux't</td>
<td>+ sxytux't</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(205) 'transformed'

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tx'sit</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(206) 'starve'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>tácsx'aq'wn</th>
<th>stácsx'aq'wn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tács</td>
<td></td>
<td>stácsk'aq'wn</td>
<td>tákx'aq'wn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>+ tácsx'aq'wn</th>
<th>+ tácsx'aq'wn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ tácsx'q'w   + tácsx'aq'wn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(207) 'tame, kind'

talíl

+ talíl

(208) 'pass'

-- -- tánx\" stányn
-- -- tánax\" + stañáyn

(209) 'hit on the head'

-- -- táslisn stáslisitn
-- -- + tásálisn + stasálisitn

(210) 'send'

-- -- túnn stúnitn
-- -- túña?n + stúňá?itn

(211) 'move'

-- -- taqawicš stąqawičtin
-- -- + taqá?awicš + stąqa?awičtin

(212) 'tie up'

\*tāq† stāqwn taqőn stąqtn
+(tāq† stāqwn taqő?an stąqatn

(213) 'soak'

āqi stāqwn āq̣n stąqatn
+āqi stāqwn āq̣?an + stąqá?itn

(214) 'spread out, open out'

wīq† sỳqwn wīq̣n sỳq̣̂atn
+wīq̣?n + sỳq̣̂á?itn
(215) 'break'

\[ \text{xēwūn} \quad \text{sxēwūn} \quad \text{sxēn} \quad \text{sxētn} \]

+ \[ \text{xēwūn} \quad \text{sxēwūn} \quad \text{sxēn} \quad \text{sxētn} \]

(216) 'disappear'

\[ \text{xēwūn} \quad \text{sxēwūn} \quad \text{sxēn} \quad \text{sxētn} \]

(217) 'chafe, rub'

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{xēqēlqn} & \text{sxēqēlqn} & \text{sxēqlqtn} \\
\text{xēalaqī} & \text{sxēalaqī} & \text{sxēalaqtn} \\
\end{array} \]

(218) 'crack, split (sg.), blast (pl.)'

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{xēqēlqn} & \text{sxēqēlqn} & \text{sxēqlqtn} \\
\text{xēalaqī} & \text{sxēalaqī} & \text{sxēalaqtn} \\
\end{array} \]

Note that several of these show more than one primary stress, one of which is in the predicted place; these are clearly incorrect recordings since only one primary stress is allowed per word. But there is no way to tell which primary stress is actually correct.

4.1.10. Five paradigms, involving seven forms, show both stress and glottalization irregularities (combining the two preceding groups).

(219) 'take, hold, get'

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
k\text{anān} & sk\text{anān} & k\text{anān} & sk\text{anān} \\
\text{+ kanānā} & sk\text{anānā} & k\text{anān} & sk\text{anān} \\
\end{array} \]

(220) 'boil, bubble'

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
l\text{apōm} & sl\text{apōm} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
l\text{apo} & \text{slipām} & \text{--} & \text{--} \\
\end{array} \]
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(221) 'get away, run away'
\[\text{idax}^\text{w} \text{ ön} \quad \text{slo}^\text{w} \text{mitn} \quad \text{idax}^\text{w}^\text{n} \quad \text{slo}^\text{w}^\text{m} \text{isn}\]
\[\text{idax}^\text{w}^\text{?} \text{ ön} \quad + \quad \text{slo}^\text{w}^\text{amin}\]

(222) 'burn'
\[\text{idax}^\text{x} \quad \text{slo}^\text{x}^n \quad \text{idax}^\text{x}^\text{n} \quad \text{slo}^\text{x}^\text{tn}\]
\[+ \text{idax}^\text{x}^\text{?} \quad + \quad \text{slo}^\text{x}^\text{am} \quad \text{idax}^\text{x}^\text{?}^\text{n} \quad \text{slo}^\text{x}^\text{atn}\]

(223) 'sink, put under water'
\[\text{ni}^\text{c} \text{t} \quad \text{sa}^\text{n}^\text{c}^\text{m} \quad \text{na}^\text{c}^\text{en} \quad \text{sa}^\text{n}^\text{c}^\text{tn}\]
\[+ \text{ni}^\text{c}^\text{a}^\text{i} \quad + \quad \text{sn}^\text{i}^\text{c}^\text{m}\]

4.1.11. Thirteen forms in nine paradigms lack glottalization where my rules would predict it or (in item 228) it should have been retained from the singular form.

(224) 'come, come for, come after'
\[\text{cis} \quad \text{scis}^\text{n} \quad \text{cis}^\text{m} \quad \text{scis}^\text{m}^\text{isn}\]
\[+ \text{scis}^\text{a}^\text{n}\]

(225) 'warm'
\[\text{k}^\text{w}^\text{a}^\text{m}^\text{i} \quad \text{k}^\text{w}^\text{a}^\text{m}^\text{n} \quad \text{sk}^\text{w}^\text{a}^\text{matn}\]
\[+ \text{k}^\text{w}^\text{a}^\text{m}^\text{a}^\text{?}^\text{n} \quad + \quad \text{sk}^\text{w}^\text{a}^\text{ma}^\text{?}^\text{atn}\]

(226) 'forget'
\[-- \quad -- \quad \text{m}^\text{a}^\text{lo}^\text{q}^\text{n}^\text{ix}^\text{w} \quad \text{sm}^\text{a}^\text{lo}^\text{q}^\text{n}^\text{iy}^\text{n}\]
\[-- \quad -- \quad + \quad \text{ma}^\text{l}^\text{a}^\text{q}^\text{n}^\text{ix}^\text{w} \quad + \quad \text{ma}^\text{l}^\text{a}^\text{q}^\text{n}^\text{iy}^\text{n}\]

(227) 'put on, hook on'
\[-- \quad -- \quad \text{q}^\text{a}^\text{y}^\text{a}^\text{q}^\text{n} \quad \text{s}^\text{q}^\text{a}^\text{y}^\text{a}^\text{q}^\text{tn}\]
\[-- \quad -- \quad + \quad \text{q}^\text{a}^\text{y}^\text{a}^\text{q}^\text{a}^\text{q}^\text{n} \quad + \quad \text{s}^\text{q}^\text{a}^\text{y}^\text{a}^\text{q}^\text{a}^\text{q}^\text{tn}\]
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(228) '(have) gray hair'

qʷʰəxʷ'isy

† qʷʰəxʷaʔisy

(229) 'wilt'

qʷʰəyi

sqʷʰəyawn

† qʷʰəyaʔi

(230) 'cook, ripen'

qʷʰəli

sqʷʰəlwn

qʷʰələn

sqʷʰəltn

† qʷʰəlaʔi

sqʷʰəlawn

qʷʰələn

† sqʷʰəltn

(231) 'begin, start'

túlp(i)

stúlapn

túlpxʷ

stúlpstwn

† túlap

(232) 'hang, hang up'

xʷʰəli

sxʷʰəlwn

xʷʰələn

sxʷʰəltn

† xʷʰəlaʔi

xʷʰəlaʔn

sxʷʰəlaʔitn

4.1.12. Another 28 forms in 18 paradigms appear irregular, but most of these irregularities are probably superficial, and explainable as perception difficulties on Boas' and my part. Most involve phonological sequences that could easily be interpreted as what was recorded or as what is predictable from my rules. There are several types of these. Two paradigms are surely correct phonologically as recorded, but seem to suggest different underlying forms than those that appear in the singular: both appear to have underlying (or, more accurately, pre-Ch) i rather than ə. Unfortunately no cognates are known to me for these forms in other
Salishan languages to confirm or reject this *1.

(233) 'tear'

\[ \text{coi}^1 \text{q}^* \text{u}^1 \quad \text{scoi}^* \text{q}^* \text{wn} \quad \text{coi}^* \text{u}^1 \quad \text{scoi}^* \text{q}^* \text{tn} \]

\[ \text{câiaq}^* \text{u}^1 \quad \text{scâiaq}^* \text{wn} \quad \text{câiaq}^* \text{u}^1 \quad \text{scâiaq}^* \text{tn} \]

(234) 'angry, get mad'

\[ \text{qoi}^* \text{xi} \quad \text{sqoi}^* \text{xi} \text{wn} \quad \text{qoi}^* \text{xi} \quad \text{sqoi}^* \text{xi} \text{m} \text{sn} \]

\[ \text{qai}^* \text{xi} \text{tn} \quad \text{sqai}^* \text{xi} \text{wn} \text{tn} \]

Five forms seem to have dropped the vowel of -a?-, then merged the glottal stop with a preceding obstruent.

(235) 'straight, true, straighten'

\[ \text{kwp}^* \text{i} \quad \text{skwp}^* \text{wn} \quad \text{kwp}^* \text{en} \quad \text{skwp}^* \text{tn} \]

\[ \text{kwp}^* \text{p}^* \text{i} \quad \text{skwp}^* \text{p}^* \text{wn} \text{21} \quad \text{kwp}^* \text{en} \quad \text{skwp}^* \text{tn} \]

(236) 'get home'

\[ \text{ia}^* \text{c}^* \text{ax}^* \quad \text{sia}^* \text{c}^* \text{ax}^* \text{en} \quad \text{ia}^* \text{c}^* \text{tn} \quad \text{siacax}^* \text{tn} \]

\[ \text{ia}^* \text{c}^* \text{ax}^* \text{tn} \quad \text{sia}^* \text{c}^* \text{ax}^* \text{en} \text{tn} \quad \text{ia}^* \text{c}^* \text{en} \text{tn} \quad \text{sia}^* \text{c}^* \text{en} \text{tn} \text{tn} \]

(237) 'comb hair'

\[ \text{sp}^* \text{ay}^* \text{mn} \quad \text{sspay}^* \text{mt} \text{tn} \quad \text{sp}^* \text{ay}^* \text{tn} \quad \text{sspay}^* \text{tn} \]

\[ \text{sp}^* \text{ay}^* \text{tn} \quad \text{sspay}^* \text{mt} \text{tn} \quad \text{sp}^* \text{ay}^* \text{tn} \quad \text{sspay}^* \text{tn} \]

(238) 'make fun of'

\[ \text{--} \quad \text{--} \quad \text{ch}^* \text{ac}^* \text{en} \quad \text{sx}^* \text{ac}^* \text{tn} \]

\[ \text{--} \quad \text{--} \quad \text{h}^* \text{ac}^* \text{en} \quad \text{sx}^* \text{ac}^* \text{tn} \]

Four forms show the incorrect first vowel. Those with a following y may have been misheard.

(239): 'get warm, heat'

\[ \text{ch}^* \text{it}^* \text{aq}^* \text{u}^1 \quad \text{sxi}^* \text{it}^* \text{aq}^* \text{wn} \quad \text{ch}^* \text{it}^* \text{aq}^* \text{u}^1 \quad \text{sxi}^* \text{it}^* \text{aq}^* \text{tn} \]

\[ \text{ch}^* \text{ait}^* \text{aq}^* \text{u}^1 \text{20} \quad \text{sxi}^* \text{ata}^* \text{aq}^* \text{wn} \text{20} \quad \text{ch}^* \text{ita}^* \text{aq}^* \text{u}^1 \quad \text{sxi}^* \text{ita}^* \text{aq}^* \text{tn} \]
Three forms have ā in the singular which does not appear in the plural; it is probably epenthetic in the singular, and the forms are then probably regular except for stress placement.

All six forms in three paradigms show long vowels in the plural, but short vowels in the singular. If the plurals are derived from forms with long vowels, they are largely correct; but length before resonants is difficult to detect in Ch—all vowels are lengthened somewhat in this position.
(246) 'use'

- - - tálaxn stálaxitn
- - - + tálaxa?áxn + sta?álaxitn²⁰

Four forms seem to have something missing, perhaps as oversights.

(247) 'be in, get in'

čiči. scicwn čacón scictn
čiča?i + scicwn čacón?ón scicatn

The expected intransitive continuative would be *scicawn.

(248) 'leave, take away'

nekʷ?áʔ snékʷáʔnn nákʷáʔkʷ snékʷáʔstwn
nekʷ?áʔi + snékʷáʔí

The expected intransitive continuative would be either *snékʷáʔnn or *snékʷáʔí (assuming the application of Rule 6a).

(249) 'crooked'

qóyuʔ sqóyuwn - -
qáyaʔuʔ + sqáyuwn - -

The expected intransitive continuative form would be either *sqáyuwn or *sqáyuwn, the choice depending on how syllabicity of the w is treated. The underlying root here is probably *qóyw-.

(250) 'come up, emerge'

sálaxi sálaxawn sálcxʷ
sálaxaʔi + sálaxawn²³

The expected intransitive continuative form would be *sálaxʔaʔcawn; some sort of application of Rule 6 may be operating here, although
stress is in the wrong place for Rule 6 to apply.

4.1.13. Eighteen plural forms are irregular from the attested singulars, but could be derived from hypothetical, and possible, singular forms. These are given below, with an extra line added giving the hypothetical source of the plural forms. Five of the paradigms involve additional irregularities (items 251, 257, 258, 260, 263), and will be repeated at the appropriate place further on.

(251) 'wait, wait for'

\[\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{?a'\text{m}q} & s?a'\text{maq} & \text{?a'\text{maq}} & s?a'\text{maqitn} \\
\text{?a'\text{m}q} & + s?a'\text{maq} & + \text{?a'\text{maq}} & + s?a'\text{maqitn} \\
& *s?a'\text{m}q & *s?a'\text{mq} & *s?a'\text{mq} \text{itn}
\end{array}\]

(252) 'revenge, take revenge on'

\[\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{?\text{ayinuk}n} & s?\text{aynk} & \text{?\text{aynx}} & s?\text{ayynyn} \\
& + s?\text{aya?ank} & + \text{?\text{aya?anx}} & + s?\text{aya?anx} \text{itn} \\
& *s?\text{ayank} & *s?\text{yanx} & *s?\text{yanx} \text{itn}
\end{array}\]

(253) 'get out'

\[\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{c\text{aw}t} & s\text{csvawn} & \text{c\text{aw}x} & s\text{csvawn} \\
\text{c\text{aw}t} & + s\text{csvawn} & + s\text{csvawn} & + s\text{csvawn} \\
& *s\text{csvawn} & *s\text{csvawn} & *s\text{csvawn}
\end{array}\]

(254) 'set up'

\[\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{\text{c\text{uq}t} } & s\text{csvwn} & \text{\text{c\text{uq}n}} & s\text{csvwn} \\
& \text{\text{c\text{uq}w\text{atn}}} & \text{\text{c\text{uq}w\text{atn}}} & \text{\text{c\text{uq}w\text{atn}}}
\end{array}\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(255)</th>
<th>'hear, hear about'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k'wālāmm</td>
<td>sk'wālnmitn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ k'wālāmm</td>
<td>+ sk'wālālnmitn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*k'wālāmm</td>
<td>*sk'wālālmnitn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(256)</th>
<th>'set a net'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l'im'taya?</td>
<td>sl'im'tayann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ l'im'ma?tay'ya</td>
<td>+ sl'im'ma?tay'yan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*l'im'ma?tay'ya</td>
<td>*sl'im'ma?tay'yan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(257)</th>
<th>'drip, leak'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p'icq</td>
<td>sp'icaqn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pi?icq</td>
<td>+ spica?qn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*spicaqn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(258)</th>
<th>'wake, wake up'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p'āli</td>
<td>sp'ālawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p'ālai</td>
<td>+ sp'ālawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p'a{l}</td>
<td>+ sp'ālawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*sp'ālawn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(259)</th>
<th>'grow, raise'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>šōw'il</td>
<td>sšāw'āln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šōw'il</td>
<td>+ sšāw'āln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*sšōw'l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(260)</th>
<th>'dream, dream of'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tūk'u'lś</td>
<td>stuk'u'lilitn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ tūk'u'oe'alś</td>
<td>stuk'u'oe'alś</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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(261) 'loose, loosen, untie, open'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wālī</td>
<td>swālāwn</td>
<td>wāīn</td>
<td>swālatn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ wālāʔān</td>
<td></td>
<td>swālāʔatn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*waʔān (?)

(262) 'scrape'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xʷaʔqʷīt</td>
<td>sxʷaʔqʷm</td>
<td>xʷaʔqʷm</td>
<td>sxʷaʔqʷatn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xʷaʔqʷāl</td>
<td>+ sxʷaʔqʷəʔān</td>
<td>xʷaʔqʷəʔān</td>
<td>sxʷaʔqʷəʔatn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*sxʷaʔqʷáwn

(263) 'hire'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yalem</td>
<td>syalem̑ in</td>
<td>yalem̑</td>
<td>syalem̑ isn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ yal̑̓ am̑</td>
<td></td>
<td>syalem̑ isn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*yal̑̓ am̑

Three forms insert plural -aʔ- after the third stem consonant, rather than the second.

(264) 'go and see'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>ʔswānn</td>
<td>sʔswān̑ itn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>+ ʔswaʔānn</td>
<td>+ sʔswaʔān̑ itn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(265) 'dream dream of' (= 260)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tukʷl̓ ʔəs</td>
<td>stukʷl̓ ʔil̓ itn</td>
<td>tukʷl̓ ʔix⁴</td>
<td>stukʷl̓ ʔiʔt̓ w̓ n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tukʷəʔal̓ ʔs</td>
<td>+ stukʷl̓ ʔil̓ itn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four forms reduplicate the root vowel (with optional reduction to əʔ), with stress on the second of these vowels.

(266) 'hug, embrace'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
<th>form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>cam̑ on</td>
<td>sc̑ om̑ tn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>cam̑ on</td>
<td>+ sc̑ əʔom̑ tn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(267) 'drip, leak' (= 257)

\[ \text{picq} \quad \text{spicaqn} \quad -- \quad -- \]

\[ \text{+ pi'ticq} \quad \text{spica?aqn} \quad -- \quad -- \]

(268) 'tattoo'

\[ -- \quad -- \quad \text{sěčε?n} \quad \text{sěčtn} \]

\[ -- \quad -- \quad \text{sěčε?ε?n} \quad \text{+ sěčεčtn} \]

(269) dislike'

\[ -- \quad -- \quad \text{tő'k'u?n} \quad \text{stő'k'u?m?n} \]

\[ -- \quad -- \quad \text{+ tə'o'k'u?n} \]

Four forms do not show the expected vowel in the plural. In 'stiffen' I would expect i, and in 'invert' and 'glitter, shine' I would expect a.

(270) 'stiffen'

\[ \text{cása?u?} \quad \text{scása?wn} \quad -- \quad -- \]

\[ \text{+ cása?u?} \quad \text{+ scása?wn} \quad -- \quad -- \]

(271) 'invert'

\[ \text{ćomiq} \quad \text{ćomyaqn} \quad \text{sćomyaq?tn} \]

\[ \text{+ ćoma?iq} \quad \text{ćamayaqn} \quad \text{sćamayaq?tn} \]

Boas also gives ćama?iq for the intransitive completive plural, but this would require an underlying *ćamiq to explain the glottalization of the resonant.

(272) 'glitter, shine'

\[ \text{wěl?cm} \quad \text{swěl?cm?tn} \quad \text{wěl?cm?x?} \]

\[ \text{+ swila?cm?tn} \]

This irregularity could result from a reinterpretation of the form
as containing a suffix (perhaps -aša 'hand'), and it would not then be subject to Rule 3. Two paradigms (four forms) seem to involve just such reinterpretation. I do not know what the č of 'drag' might be likened to. But in 'ready, prepare', the m does seem to have been taken as part of the suffixes; particularly in the completive forms, -mč (properly -mč) and -mm are possible suffixes in analogous positions.

(273) 'drag'
šélč  šélčwš  šélčn  šélčtn
† šílačn  † šílačtn

(274) 'ready, prepare'
χółmč  sxalmwón  χółmn  sxółmtn
† χílamm  † sxíla?mtn

Another kind of reinterpretation seems to have occurred in five forms in which the rules apply regularly beginning from the stressed vowel, ignoring all that occurs before in the stem.

(275) 'be cross-eyed'
k'ałqals  --  --
† k'ałqalas  --  --

(276) 'sharp-pointed'
 sócayqs  --  --
† sócayaqs 24  --  --

(277) 'meet'
qtínm  qtínxm  sqtínyyn
† qtíñxm  † sqtíñayn
(278) 'put on clothing'
  'telpāmc -- --
  + telpāmāc -- --

Two forms with the lexical suffix -álwa(s) 'middle, together'
have special plural forms. No other plural forms occur in the data
with this suffix.

(279) 'cut in two'
  -- -- qʷiːlālwaʷ
  -- -- + qʷiːlālalwaʷ

(280) 'break in two (sg.), break in many pieces (pl.)'
  -- -- xaːlālwaʷ
  -- -- + xaːlālalwaʷ

4.1.14. Finally I list without comment 14 irregular
forms which
I find totally unexplainable.

(281) 'wait, wait for' (= 251)
  ?aːmaqn. sʔaːmaʔtn
  + ?aːmaqn. sʔaːmaʔtn

(282) 'nice-looking, pretty'
  ?ayālwn -- --
  + ?ayāliwn. ?ayāliwn -- --

(283) 'lazy'
  cuːxʷmáʔ scuːxʷmáʔ -- --
  + cóʔxʷmaʔ -- --

(284) 'name'
  kʷacíl kʷacíltn skʷacíliting
  + kʷacəʔíltn + skʷacəʔíliting
(285) 'cheat, trick'

- - mō·luk'n
- - + mō·lak'a?n

(286) 'wake, wake up' (= 258)

pāli spālawn pāln spālatn
pāla?i spālawn + pāla?ən + spālaʔətn

(287) 'shout, holler'

q'ē?ciq sdq'ē?ciyaqn -- --
+ q'ayciq + sdq'ayciyaqn -- --

(288) 'big toe or foot'

tawšn -- --
+ tawšaʔən -- --

(289) 'burst up stone'

χ'əlχ'əlqi -- --
+ χ'əlax'əluq'it -- --

(290) 'gather, come together'

χ'uq'əlus -- --
+ χ'uq'əlus -- --

(291) 'hire' (= 263)

yaləm n syaləm itn yaləm n syaləm isn
yaləm n + syaləm isn

4.2. In addition to these many predicative forms with plural
infixation, 31 forms with -aʔ- occur only as complements in the
data. Only five of these are irregular; the others can be produced
by the rules given above (with a couple of stress and glottalization
problems). This list includes some possessive forms and some
 diminutives. Note that diminutive glottal insertion has no affect
 on the plural formation, but ordering the plural rules before the
diminutive rules will not help because then the diminutive vowel
changes would not work properly. Forms are given in the order
 singular - plural - English gloss.
(292) ?ac?òxtk'is - ?ac?òxtka'is 'shaman, medicine-man'
(293) că'pš - că'paš 'creek, brook' (dimin.)
(294) cúliss - cúla?iss 'his leg, his foot' (from cúl)
(295) čəqap - čiqa? 'punting pole'
(296) čáliss - čala?iss 'his hand, his arm' (from čalš)
(297) sk'üiš - sk'üiaš 'the act of giving a potlatch'
(298) sako?či - sákiči20 'wing, feather'
(299) sáko?či - sáko?či 'wing' (dimin.)
(300) máč'at - máč'at 'dead person, corpse'
(301) snšmántn - snšmáhatn 'relation' (from a plural of mán 'child')
(302) smániči - smána?iči 'mountain'
(303) smániči - smána?iči 'mountain' (dimin.)
(304) pástn - pásatn 'White man'
(305) ?acpîx' - ?acpîxa? 'liar'
(306) spús - spusa? 'a swelling'
(307) q'iiq - q'iiq?20 'root'
(308) šōwì, šawì - šawì 'trail, road, door' (regular from šawì,
 but šawì should yield *šawì)
(309) stawè?n - stawè?n 'cane'
The irregular forms are:

(318) s?a'qwatasyamš 'the paddling of their canoe' (from ?a?q'ti 'paddle a canoe'; *s?a?q'at(í)syamš is to be expected)

(319) c?píq'iym - c?píq'iym 'nest'

(320) čálš - čá?alaš 'hand, lower arm'

(321) spatá'ln - spatá'la?n 'rock, stone' (dimin.)

(322) témš - tímaš 'earth, ground, world'

5. The final plural type in Ch pertains to a small class of predicates, all of which translate into English as adjectives. Their only formal distinction from other predicates is this special plural form, but this plural can be used whether they are predicates or complements in a sentence. Some of them include the -aʔ- infix, most lengthen/lower the stressed vowel, and all add -ti. Only 16 forms occur in the corpus, and there are several irregularities, which I will not try to explain. First I give those which include -aʔ-, then those without it.

(323) ŋux'áti - ŋo'x'álti, ŋu'?x'álti 'strange, different'

(324) káqí - ká'qálti 'long'
(325) čšuq - čšoq'iaiti 'gray' (čs- is a color prefix)
(326) snáwá - sná'waíti 'old man, old person'
(327) píli - pílaíti 'thin'
(328) péli - pелаíti 'less thin'
(329) tawá, tawá - ta'waíti, ta'waíti 'big'
(330) tó'má, tó'má - tó'maiti 'short'
(331) tuši - tušaíti, tošaíti 'tall, long'
(332) jey - jeyti 'good'
(333) sxwa'ys - sxwa'yeti 'best' (-s is part of the superlative formation)
(334) čapus - čapó?sti 'strong'
(335) ke'c - ke'ci? 'little' (-i instead of -ti; this may not be plural)
(336) mayá - mayenti 'new'
(337) tasná'wa? - tasná'waíti 'parent' (cf. 'old man' above)
(338) qwalíis - qwaló?sti 'red hot'

6. In his manuscript lexicon, Boas sometimes labels stems as being singular only or plural only (and others as singular or plural, suggesting that they do not change in the plural, although some do). The implication seems to be that some plurals are suppletive. A number of such paired forms occur, e.g., tawíš sg., lákípl. 'sit'; yópi sg., tóycípl. 'walk'; péí- sg. obj., ḣópx - pl. obj. 'drop'; cókí sg., qwa'ípl. 'lie down'. But it is unlikely that these are actually suppletive. Rather they should be considered as pertaining to singular subjects or objects or to
plural subjects or objects, and either could be pluralized to refer to the distribution of (groups of) singular or plural subjects or objects. Such forms are difficult to elicit, and the data do not show that this is actually a correct description of these forms in Ch. But it is the case in at least some of the other Salishan languages, and probably here too. Thus tawílš might mean 'a single person sits', and its plural would mean 'single persons sit in random places'; lák'í might mean 'a group of people sits in a particular area', and its plural would mean 'groups of people sit in random places'.

7. I have treated here what may appear to some as being two (or more) types of pluralization, one pluralizing "nouns", the other pluralizing subjects and objects of "verbs". But as I have indicated elsewhere, there are syntactic reasons for not distinguishing between nouns and verbs in Ch. I have suggested here that plural formations offer further evidence for this position, since both the infix -aʔ- and suffixes ending in -mš apply to what would be both categories. To unite these obviously related plurals in predicates and complements, I would simply say that what I have treated here as complement plurals are in reality complements with plural subjects. Thus a complement such as qáxaʔ should properly be glossed as 'it is a dog', and is actually rather like an English gerund; its plural qáxawmš would be 'they are dogs'. All complements must be third person forms, and all are in the completive aspect. However, they may be derived from continuative aspect
predicates, and then may include object suffixes; these forms are
even more like English gerunds. For example, tit s?axon is 'the
seeing of it' (but is usually translated as '(he) saw it'). These
forms usually (always?) have possessive affixes attached, and it is
possessive affixes that I cannot fit into my theory of plural sub-
jects of complements. In a way, they too seem to be complement
subjects, but that will not work if complements are always third
person forms and if -awmš, -q?lš, etc. are to be plural subjects.
And they cannot be objects, since predicates with objects included
may be used as complements. The possessive affixes are unlike
other pronominal affixes in the singular (n- 'my', ?a- 'your, sg.',
-s 'his'), but are partly identical to completive predicate sub-
jects (-či 'our', -yamš 'their'; 'your, pl.' is uncertain, but is
sometimes -nalp, whereas the completive subject form is čalp).
For the time being, I will continue to call these affixes "pos-
sessive", but without any implication that that which is possessed
is a "noun". The pluralization system in Ch can then be summarized
as follows:

continuative predicates

completive predicates

(completive) complements

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{continuative predicates} & \quad -iît \\
\text{completive predicates} & \quad \{-q\textsuperscript{\text{v}}lš, -awmš\} \\
\text{(completive) complements} & \quad \{-\text{ti} \} \\
\end{align*}
\]
FOOTNOTES

1. Field work on Upper Chehalis was made possible by grants from Indiana University, the American Philosophical Society Library, and the National Science Foundation; this assistance is gratefully acknowledged. I am particularly indebted to Mrs. Lillian Young and the late Silas Heck, who are among the very last speakers of Upper Chehalis, for their patience in assisting me in my study of their language. I also wish to thank David Ingram for discussions of parts of this paper and for his advice in formulating the rules. Abbreviations used in this paper are Ch for Upper Chehalis and Cz for Cowlitz.

2. Franz Boas, A Chehalis text. IJAL 2:103-110 (1934). I have normalized Boas' transcriptions from this source and from his manuscripts (see footnote 6) to accord with my own. In particular, I have added glottal stops in initial position before vowels and between vowels, where Boas consistently omitted them. I have written his sequences of glottal stop and resonant (in either order) as glottalized resonants in accordance with my own current phonemic treatment of these sequences; my own phonemic sequences of glottal stop-resonant have phonetic (epenthetic) ə between them. I have not assigned stress to forms where Boas did not mark it because of a fair amount of irregularity in its location in forms, and for the same reason I have not attempted to delete stresses when he wrote more than one on a word. I have, however, assumed his unstressed forms to be regular in regard to my rules. Other changes are the
usual updating of symbols and phonemicizations of his phonetic transcriptions.

3. Fuller details are given in M. Dale Kinkade, Phonology and morphology of Upper Chehalis: II. IJAL 29:345-356 (1963). Cf. especially p. 350. My present transcriptions vary from these earlier articles in substituting the vowels i, e, u for e, o, o. Although I now write more vowel symbols, my earlier phonemic analysis is essentially correct; the present transcriptions are for easier phonetic interpretation. I also now write some epenthetic e's for the same reason. I now realize that glottalized resonants are phonemically distinct and important, contrary to what I wrote in 1963-64.


5. Evidence for this can be seen in Cz, where one plural type is regularly discontinuous -i-umx, except that the -i- does not replace a full-stem vowel when one is present. Cz forms comparable to the Ch forms cited in this paper are -iit (Ch -iit), -i-umx (Ch -yamš and -awmš), nx-X-tn (Ch nš-X-tn); -ti? (Ch -ti) occurs only four times in my Cz data, and -a- (Ch -a?-) only twice. I have nothing in Cz comparable to Ch -qwis.

6. Franz Boas, Chehalis lexicon. Manuscript 30 (S2c.3) (ca. 1935) in the American Philosophical Society Library. Forms cited here are from this source and from Boas 1934 (cf. footnote 2). When citing -a?- plurals from this source, nearly all plurals are from Boas, and nearly all singulars are from my notes. Where there
is irregularity or variant forms I specify the source if it varies from regular patterns.

7. Straits Salish also uses an infix to mark many plurals, but it is different in form (Clallam -əy-, Songish -ə1-) and is inserted in a different place (after the initial consonant of the root).

8. I feel it is the result of historical developments, but I am unable to trace them at the present time. These stem types probably derive from *CRVC- stems (where the R [resonant] may have been syllabic) via *CəRVC- (with epenthetic ə) to *CəRVC- (with stress retraction) to CəRC- (with vowel deletion)—all these represent common Salishan rules. Another possibility is that they derive from roots with a syllabic resonant as the stressed nucleus: *CRC-. Thus these may form a class quite distinct from forms to which Rule 4 applies, and help to explain why Rule 5 does not apply to the output of Rule 3. I can offer no explanation why one type of form developed ə in the plural and another i, both reflecting singular ə. The answer may have something to do with the nature of ə in Proto-Salishan.

9. This is the paradigm as given by Boas. Two separate roots may be confused here, resulting in the 1/n variants. My data show the singular intransitive forms as txʷən and stxʷənn; I do not have a singular transitive completive form, but have singular transitive continuative as stxʷənstəm. I have a comparable ə root only as reflexive əlcs 'stop' and əlcs 'quiet, still'. txʷ- is
a prefix meaning 'get, become, make'.

10. Stress shift to the intransitive suffix here is accounted for by the same rule that shifts stress to third person (-n) or first person (-c) singular object suffixes of transitive completive forms (see 4.1.4. above).

11. Of course, some of the missing forms may also be irregular.

12. My data show spusúm, but the plural is derived from Boas' form.

13. The suffix here is -má 'implied transitive'. Boas and I consistently show glottalization of the variants of this suffix differently. I always heard -má with m, Boas nearly always with m. He usually shows glottalization associated with the continuative form, usually on the following subject suffix, as here (-mal-h), but sometimes on the m or l; I never heard this. Since both these continuative forms are from Boas, they are consistent and regular. Note the different occurrence of glottalization on this suffix in 'buy' (171).

14. I have this form as túli. The h only occurs in the plural, never even finally, as in imperative tő: 'come!' (from Boas). A different (and regular) transitive completive set from this root also has h: túmm - tůhann 'come for, come to'. The historical status of this h is unclear. Note that my recording of the plural intransitive completive is regular (except for non-glottalized l) from my singular form: túli - túlał.

15. I always heard this form without the second vowel:
kʷaxʷkʷxʷm. But the plural derives from Boas' variant.

16. Boas' form. I recorded only kʷənaxʷ.

17. Boas also gives singular intransitive continuative sqamókʷn, singular transitive completive qamókʷn, and singular transitive continuative sqamókʷtn, but the plurals are not derived from these.

18. These are reflexive forms. The simple transitive forms are regular: t̕aq̕əwn - t̕aqaʔəwn, staq̕əwitn - staq̕aʔəwitn.

19. I recorded nɪčaʔa, with an irregular glottal stop.

20. With stress misplaced.

21. With final n glottalized.

22. These may be intransitive; or the final -č in the completive forms should be -čš, in which case they are reflexive. Otherwise the object marker -n is missing.

23. With glottalization of w extra.

24. But without glottalization of y.